Abstract Configuration interaction and coupled cluster calculations are reported for He 2 using various orbital basis sets of the d-aug-AVX Z type, with the results being extrapolated to the one electron basis set limit both with counterpoise and without counterpoise correction. A generalized uniform singlet-and triplet-pair extrapolation scheme has been utilized for such a purpose. Using appropriate corrections to mimic full configuration interaction, the energies were predicted in excellent agreement with the best available estimates. The results also suggest that extrapolation to the complete basis set limit may be a general alternative to the counterpoise correction that yields a more accurate potential energy while being more economical.
Introduction
It is well known that the interaction energy of weakly bound species should be calculated with electronic structure methods that offer a balanced description of both the complex (supermolecule) and separated fragments. Stated concisely, one should warrant the correct dependence of the energy on the size of the system (size-extensivity) or, using superficially similar words, the correct separation of the molecule into its fragments. This is often referred as "size-consistency" [1, 2] to imply that the method when applied for electronic structure calculations on a diatomic AB gives lim R→∞ E AB = E A + E B . More generally, for a size-consistent method, the energy of a group of non-interacting molecules will equal the sum of the energies of each individual member of the group. Examples of such methods are the Hartree-Fock (HF), full configuration interaction (FCI) and coupled cluster (CC) methods [3, 4] . Of course, truncation of the single-reference CI expansion such as to include only single and double (SD) electronic excitations will not satisfy the size-consistency property since it retains unlinked diagram contributions [3, 4] . The same holds for the popular multi-reference CI approach including single and double electronic excitations (MRCISD or simply MRCI). However, when HF orbitals are used, the (single-reference) averaged coupled-pair functional (ACPF) method [5] that may be regarded as a modification of MRCI is size-extensive for a system composed of equal subsystems. As we will see in the present work, size-consistent methods are particularly valuable for studying closed-shell interactions, with He 2 being a well studied prototype.
A second and particularly acute difficulty that arises in the calculation of weakly bound interactions is due to using finite sets of basis functions. The description of the complex and the fragments will then be unbalanced as an attractive interaction between the involved species will develop even in the absence of any interaction between the fragments. This spurious interaction is known as the basis set superposition error (BSSE), with much work having been devoted to its understanding over the years [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] (the list is by no means exhaustive). The most popular approach to account for BSSE is the counterpoise (CP) method of Boys and Bernardi [12] , where the monomer energies are calculated with the full dimer basis. Although it has been objected that the monomers cannot take advantage of the full dimer basis as the Pauli principle prevents them from using the occupied orbitals of the partner [13, 14] , the most popular avenue continues to be the full CP method [12] . Since BSSE is ubiquitous and general, it may seriously affect the weak interaction regions of any potential energy surface, be it for a closed-shell or open-shell interaction. In this regard, one may even wonder whether BSSE will get enhanced due to size-inconsistency of the methods employed for the calculation as the CI and MRCI approaches are possibly the most popular ones for studying open-shell interactions. As it will be shown later, the answer is negative when the configuration interaction method [without, CI, and with consideration of the popular Davidson correction for quadruple excitations, CI(Q)] is used for the title closedshell system. It will be also shown that the difficulties in calculating accurate potential energy surfaces can be minimized by extrapolating the raw energies without CP (NCP) to the complete basis set (CBS) limit. Although this may appear obvious as the BSSE vanishes by definition at the CBS limit, it is unclear whether CBS extrapolations of CP and NCP energies will lead to the same extrapolated value. From studies on five hydrogen-bonded complexes, Halkier et al. [7] noted that CP and NCP HF interaction energies both converge unsystematically, with a similar trend being observed for the NCP correlation contribution. This unsystematic behavior has been attributed to the fact that "the BSSE and the error from the incomplete description of the electronic Coulomb cusp both are present". They concluded [7] that once the former effect has been effectively removed by CP, the cusp dominates and the convergence of the CP correlation contribution follows an X −3 form similar to the form for the correlation energy (see Sect. 2.2). This suggests that an accurate description of weak interactions can only be done at the expenses of a huge computational effort since both CP and CBS treatments would be required. For two distinct fragments, it would amount to at least six molecular calculations per geometry. In fact, for many-body (fragment) systems, any BSSE treatment will be considerably more expensive and even hardly doable in a unique manner due to many-body effects [15] [16] [17] [18] . Indeed, it is not clear whether two-body interactions in many-body systems should be computed in the basis set of the whole system or of the dimer. Moreover, (n ≥ 3)-body effects are known to be considerably smaller than two-body ones, and hence a higher accuracy must be achieved in their calculation. Finally, existing formulations assume the Wigner-Witmer spin-spatial rules to be satisfied with one set of electronic states for the fragments over the whole configuration space, which is clearly not the general situation [19] .
Although we shall not contest the view that accounting separately for both BSSE and CBS is the safe rule [7, 9] for an accurate potential energy surface, we will investigate in the present work whether the situation can be ameliorated with somewhat more flexible basis sets and a recently proposed [20] extrapolation scheme. Indeed, Schwenke and Truhlar [21] have found earlier that the inclusion of the CP correction may not warrant by itself a systematic improvement of the calculations, and hence it is worth investigating whether an optimal solution for NCP extrapolation can still be found by using affordable basis sets and subsets of X values. Part of the answer to our queries is implicit in the results of Ref. [7] where the singly diffusely augmented correlation-consistent polarized valence basis sets [22, 23] (aug-cc-pVX Z or simply AVX Z) with X = D : 2, T : 3, . . . , 5 have been employed, but we will re-examine here the problem for the very weakly bound helium dimer with the doubly diffusely augmented basis set (d-aug-cc-AVX Z or d-AVX Z) and X values up to 6. The results will be shown to be positive, as they suggest that CBS may to a large extent be all that is required. This implies that the BSSE extrapolates to a very small value (zero if the procedure was exact) as one could expect from being a basis set size effect, thus manifesting on the HF and correlation energies due to incompleteness of the one-electron basis set as for the incomplete description of the electronic Coulomb cusp. While noting the distinct physical origins of such effects [7] , we will emphasize their coupling at the CBS limit in the sense that the BSSE will then vanish. In fact, the observed nonzero extrapolated-energy difference will help in defining the size of the error made upon CBS extrapolation.
Despite the fact that He 2 has only four electrons, the accurate computation of a reliable potential for this system provides an enormous challenge in electronic structure theory when performed via main-stream electronic-structure methods of the CI type. This is because the interaction is weak (D e ∼ 35 µE h ), and the dimer is only barely bound. Recently, the He 2 dimer potential has been computed with the explicitly correlated multi-reference averaged coupledpair functional (r 12 -MR-ACPF) method [24] , and with MRCI [25] and CC methods, including corrections for both the FCI and the basis set limit [26] . References [25] and [26] also include corrections for the basis set limit which have been taken from CCSD(T)-R12 calculations [27, 28] . In turn, calculations employing the quantum Monte Carlo [29, 30] (QMC) approach and symmetry-adapted-perturbation theory [31] (SAPT) have also been performed. Moreover, Klopper [32] reported an accurate extrapolation of the He 2 potential to the limit of a complete basis using CC methods, both including single and double excitations (CCSD [33] ) as well as perturbative corrections for connected triple excitations [CCSD(T) [34] ]. Most of such accurate works, either directly [24, 35, 36] or indirectly (i.e., correcting the result for basis set unsaturation, as has been done in Refs. [25, 26] ) make use of explicitly correlated methods. More recently, calculations [37, 38] have been performed using supermolecular Gaussian geminal calculations. In these, the bulk of the interaction energy was estimated using the Gaussian geminal implementation of CC theory with double excitations (CCD), while the smaller contribution due to single, triple and quadruple excitations has been estimated using the conventional CCSD(T) and FCI methods. In the last publication, large atomic d-AVX Z basis sets with X up to 6 have been utilized, and extrapolations are performed. In summary, some of the most accurate calculations reported thus far have employed explicitly correlated methods by using terms that are linear in the inter-electronic coordinates [24] r i j , an approximation thereof [35] , r i j = µ exp γ µ r 2 i j , or explicitly correlated Gaussian geminals [37] . Indeed, the accuracy achieved is amazing, with the best binding energy estimates differing on small fractions of a kelvin and the most accurate interaction energy at a distance of R = 5.6 a 0 believed to be −11.0037 ± 0.0031 K [38] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the procedure used to obtain the interaction potential of He 2 , while the results are reported and discussed in Sect. 3. The conclusions are in Sect. 4. For convenience, the calculated energies are given in micro-hartree, and the binding energies in kelvin (1 µE h = 0.315775 K).
Methodology

Basis-set superposition error and counterpoise
Following common wisdom, we split the total energy into its HF and correlation (cor) components:
Traditionally, the interaction energy for an AB interaction will then assume the form
where the summation runs over the α = HF and cor components, the fragment energies E A,α X and E
B,α
X are calculated in their own basis, and the energy of the complex, E AB,α X (R), is calculated in the combined basis of the fragments. In turn, X is a cardinal number that specifies a given basis in the hierarchical sequence of correlated-consistent ones [22, 23] such as the double-augmented basis set (d-aug-cc-AVX Z or d-AVX Z) employed in the present study. 1 As noted in Sect. 1, the traditional approach introduces a systematic error in the interaction energy, which is the more serious the poorer (smaller) the basis set (X ) is. In fact, during the calculation on the complex AB, the description of fragment A is improved by the basis functions on B and vice- versa, while in the calculation of the fragment energies only their own basis sets are employed. As a result, the calculated interaction energy will contain, in addition to the true interaction energy, a spurious attractive contribution (BSSE) that arises from the improved description of the fragments in the improved basis. To account for this problem, Boys and Bernardi suggested to calculate the CP-corrected interaction energy of AB as
where Q is the dummy atom of A or B. The CP correction is then given by
For a variational wave function, the total CP correction must be positive as the largest unsigned energy will be obtained with the more flexible basis set that includes the basis of the dummy atom. On the other hand, due to size-extensivity of the HF method, one has (R). For the CP potential to vanish at infinitely large distances, one has therefore to refer the interaction to the CP correlation energy at infinity, AB,cor X (R =∞). The actual interaction energies to be extrapolated to X =∞ are therefore E AB,α X (R) in Eq. (2), the only one required for the CBS traditional interaction energy, and E AQ,α X (R) and E BQ,α X (R) when seeking to obtain the extrapolated CP interaction energy in Eq. (3). Rather than extrapolating separately the energy of the molecular complex and the energies of the fragments, one might hope to do instead an extrapolation of the interaction potential itself such as to reduce error-cancellation to a minimum level. Despite their great similarity, it turns out that there is no reason of principle to expect the diatomic to extrapolate for every value of R as a fragment dressed with the ghost functions of the other. In particular, the extrapolation laws for the HF and cor components are known to have a distinct dependence on X , albeit the fact that the same rules have been employed for the total interaction energy [39] . We will therefore carry out separate extrapolations for the HF and cor components, as well as of the total interaction energy under the premise of dominance of the correlation character.
Extrapolation methods
Complete basis set extrapolations have been inferred from the dependence of the correlation energy on the partial wave quantum number for two-electron atomic systems and second-order pair energies in many-electron atoms [40] [41] [42] . The most popular two-parameter CBS scheme assumes the form [43] 
where E cor X is the correlation energy for basis set of cardinal number X , and E cor ∞ and A 3 are parameters commonly determined from calculations for the two highest affordable values of X ; α is an offset parameter fixed from an auxiliary condition. For a recent analysis on the performance of Eq. (5) and a few other rules, see Ref. [44] .
The uniform singlet-and triplet-pair extrapolation (USTE [20]) method (see also Ref. [45] ) is based on the threeparameter rule
with A 5 defined by
where h , and m = 1 for CC methods. Their extendibility ("universality") has also been explored by showing that they lead to accurate results for systems that were not part of the calibrating set [46, 48] . Although the scaling factor may vary with the pair (or range) of cardinal numbers used for the extrapolation, it has been found to be rather insensitive to X for the title system, with the result being η = 0.30 ± 0.02. Interestingly, if Truhlar's protocol [49] 4 [this has been optimized for (D, T ) extrapolations from CCSD and CCSD(T) energies] was employed to generate an extra point in the D − T interval (2 ≤ X ≤ 3), such a result could be utilized with the X = D, T raw energies to get η (jointly with E ∞ and A 3 ) by fitting the three data points so obtained. The result in this case is η ∼ 0.34, which is in good agreement with the value reported above. This would correspond to a value of τ 53 ∼−0.89 that nearly falls within the error limits above established from the raw ab initio energies. Unfortunately, no such a rule is available [49] for CI(Q) energies, although the above result seems to imply that it should be pretty much similar to the one for the CC family of methods. A final remark to note that the τ 53 [41] in two-electron systems. Further details concerning the above generalized USTE (GUSTE) approach will be given elsewhere [50] .
For the uncorrelated HF and CAS (uncorrelated in the sense of lacking dynamical correlation) energies, several schemes have been advanced ([20,51] , and references therein). A popular rule is E CAS
, where E CAS ∞ , A, and b are parameters to be determined from a fit to the raw HF energies, typically those calculated for the three or more highest affordable cardinal numbers. In [20], we have suggested a variant of such a rule based on fitting X = T, Q, 5, 6 energies but with the recommended value obtained by averaging E HF ∞ with the raw HF energy for the highest fitted value of X (typically X = 6). In addition, Karton and Martin [51] suggested the two-point extrapolation rule A + B/ X 5.34 for (T, Q) raw energies, while for the (Q, 5) and (5, 6) ones they have recommended [51] A + B(X + 1) exp(−9 √ X ). Since the HF energies predicted from our own rule show generally good agreement with Karton and Martin [51] for the (5,6) case, we will adopt here for consistency both their formulas.
It should be noted that the extrapolations of E HF X and E cor X are both geometry-dependent, and hence must be performed pointwise. Although the USTE [20] method combined with correlation scaling [52, 53] has shown [48, 53] significant computer-time savings, this hybrid method will not be utilized such as to limit errors to a minimum level.
Results and discussion
In the case of two interacting He atoms, the raw energies to be extrapolated are E (R). All such energies have been calculated using the MOLPRO suite of electronic structure programs [54] . (R = 297 Å) = −327.04 µE h . Note that these CI(Q) CP corrections are negative which is likely due to the Davidson correction being non-variational, while the CI values are positive due to the variational nature of the calculation. Note further that the size of the BSSE can be an order of magnitude larger than the depth of the van der Waals well (see later) even for the d-AV6Z basis set, in agreement with similar findings reported [4] for other rare gas dimers. Table 1 lists the extrapolated HF and CI(Q) energies for the helium dimer. The first observation (valid for all methods utilized here) is that the CP energies show more stable and smooth patterns when plotted against X than the NCP ones. In particular, the excellent agreement observed between the CP extrapolated HF energies and the Kobus [55] numerical results obtained by the finite-differences method is striking. This manifests on the fact that the CP correction is always positive for the (5, 6) extrapolation, as if it were a true variational calculation (the small negative difference at 8 a 0 is probably of numerical origin). Yet, the negative CP corrections observed for the (T, Q) extrapolations are of only a few µE h , and hence may be tolerable for many situations of practical interest. We further observe that the largest CP correction arises in the correlation energy term, with the corresponding HF contribution in the (5, 6) extrapolation being always smaller than 0.5 µE h . Finally, and not surprising, the (5, 6) extrapolated CI(Q) binding energy at 5.6 a 0 is 10.20 K, which is ∼ 0.80 K smaller than the best available estimates. This is mostly due to the missing triple (and approximated quadruple) electron excitations in the raw CI(Q) energies.
The extrapolated He 2 interaction potentials obtained from the CCSD/d-AVX Z and CCSD(T)/d-AVX Z calculations here reported are listed in Table 2 . We first note that the CP correction for a given (X 1 , X 2 ) cardinal-number pair is identical for the CCSD and CCSD(T) energies. This can be understood from Eq. (4) which shows that AB X depends only on the energy of the monomers [which is identical for both the CCSD and CCSD(T) methods due to the absence of electron excitations higher than doubles]. We emphasize that the CP correction for the (5, 6) extrapolations is small and positive for all distances. Moreover, the binding energy at 5.6 a 0 is 10.80 K, thus larger by 0.60 K than the CI(Q) value, which is partly due to the size-consistency of the CCSD(T) method. We further observe that the (5, 6) CCSD binding energy at 5.6 a 0 using NCP (CP) is 1.86 K (1.86 K) smaller than the CCSD(T) one, which highlights the importance of the perturbative correction for the triple electron excitations. Finally, the (5, 6) NCP binding energy is seen to underestimate the CP one, with an opposite trend holding for the (T, Q) extrapolation. This may be explained from the rough variation of the NCP results with X . In fact, Fig. 3 shows that the (D−Q) extrapolation of the total interaction energy via Eqs. (6 and 7) (with η A o 5 ) under the assumption of dominance of the electron correlation cannot be made without a sizable error. Also shown is the fact that the CP and NCP energies tend to converge to the basis set limit from each side, thus corroborating the findings reported in Ref. [7] for hydrogen-bonded systems. Such a pattern may vary though with the interatomic bond distance, with both curves approaching from above, e.g., for R = 4 a 0 .
Shown in the insets of Fig. 2 are the CP corrections for the CI(Q) (Fig. 2a) and CCSD(T) (Fig. 2b) methods. As shown, they look very much the same for a given value of X . In fact, the two CP corrections are indistinguishable to less than 3 × 10 −4 K, and often to a much higher accuracy. This demonstrates that the BSSE does not seem to be influenced by the size-inconsistency of the CI(Q) method. As expected, the CP corrections (relative to the asymptote) are predicted to decrease sharply with X , being of subkelvin size beyond X = 6. As shown from Tables 1 and 2 , such a pattern extends to the CI(Q) and CCSD(T) extrapolated energies, with the difference between CI(Q) ∞ and CCSD(T) ∞ being typically of a few 10 −2 K and always smaller than 0.1 K, which is most likely due to the numerical noise in the involved extrapolation procedures.
We now turn to a comparison with the result that is obtained when the traditional scheme (5) using the (5, 6) cardinal numbers is used to extrapolate the correlation energy. Although the unsigned value so predicted underestimates the corresponding GUSTE result by 5.77 K at 5.6 a 0 , the difference in interaction correlation energy (once subtracted the asymptote) is more attractive by 0.009 K. Parenthetically, we mention that the results here reported for the GUSTE(5, 6) interaction energies are essentially indistinguishable from those obtained from the original USTE (5, 6) [20] method. One then expects the calculated total interaction energy based on Eq. (5) to agree within 0.01 K or so with the GUSTE prediction from the present work. On the other hand, since the CP interaction HF energy from Table 1 reproduces the value tabulated by Klopper [32] within its reported accuracy, this may explain the excellent agreement with the results obtained from Eqs. (5) and (9) of Ref. [32] .
Before comparing with experiment, we follow Klopper [32] by noting that MRCI calculations in the IO301 basis [25] , FCI calculations in the AVQZ and d-AVT Z basis [26] , MR-ACPF calculations in the d-AV6Z basis [56] , and the Gaussian geminal implementation of CCSD theory including effects of triple and quadruple excitations [37] (and employing the conventional orbital approach and very large augmented correlation-consistent basis sets extended by sets of bond functions) indicate that the step from CCSD(T) to FCI adds δ E (T)→FCI =−(0.323±0.005) K to the well depth. Using even larger basis sets and extrapolations, this correction has most recently been slightly reduced to the value of [38] δ E (T)→FCI =−(0.318 3 ±0.002 8 ) K, which will be utilized in the present work (for clarity, rather than rounding-off the number, we give heretofore the last digit as a sub-index). This leads to a binding energy of the extrapolated counterpoise CCSD(T) curve at 5.6 a 0 of −11.11 8 K. Moreover, from our dense grid of points, the extrapolated CCSD(T) well depth with CP is −34.25 µE h = −10.82 K [or −11.13 8 K upon addition of δ E (T)→FCI ] at 2.7000 ± 0.0005 Å.
When attempting to draw precise quantitative conclusions that amount to fractions of a kelvin, one may have to dwell for further accuracy (thus narrowing of the above uncertainty) by extrapolating from even larger cardinal numbers. From his CCSD(T) calculations, Klopper [32] has observed that going from a (5, 6) to (6, 7) extrapolation leads to a decrease of 0.09 ± 0.04 K on the binding energy at 5.6 a 0 , depending on the extrapolation law that is utilized. Since the (5, 6) extrapolations based on Eqs. (5) and (9) of Ref. [32] lead to the same result as the GUSTE(5, 6) approach, we adopt the corresponding decrease of 0.115 ± 0.005 K taken from Table III of that work. Addition of this refinement leads to our best prediction of −11.00 3 K at 5.6 a 0 or D e = −11.02 3 K. If one adopts instead the values obtained by direct extrapolation of the total CCSD(T) interaction energy using Eqs. (6) and (7) for X = D − 6 (thus with GUSTE, i.e., assuming the dominance of the correlation energy), the result is −10.80 ± 0.03 K [−11.00 3 ± 0.03 K upon addition of the above δ E (T)→FCI and (6, 7) corrections] at 5.6 a 0 . Note that we have used the CP and NCP asymptotes to define the best value as their unweighted Table 2 Extrapolated helium pair interaction potential at CCSD and CCSD(T) levels in micro-hartree Table 3 , our CCSD(T) results extrapolated by the GUSTE method predict a well depth in very good agreement with Cencek et al. [37] at the three distances reported in their work. The agreement is even slightly better with the new result of Patkowski et al. [38] for 5.6 a 0 . Needless to say, at such a level of accuracy, relativistic and even QED corrections not to mention non-adiabatic effects will probably exceed the errors in the Born-Oppenheimer curve and hence should not be ignored. This is, however, outside the scope of the present work. We conclude this section with some remarks on NCP and CP methods. Although CP energies usually facilitate extrapolation, Table 4 shows that the method can be rather expensive as it demands separate calculations on the dimer and monomers with the same basis set. Note that the latter may turn out to be somewhat more expensive than the former due to loss of symmetry. This may explain why CP is seldom used in detailed calculations of N -atom potential energy surfaces since the number of studied geometries scales as the power 3N − 6 of the number of points required per dimension. For a homonuclear such as He 2 , the CPU time scales roughly as twice the time of a single calculation on the complex, while for an heteronuclear system AB a factor of threefold will generally apply. On the other hand, NCP or CP extrapolations must lead to the same result given increasingly large basis sets. This may be seen from the results here reported for He 2 , which may typify the trends to be expected on small molecular systems. A CP calculation using the CCSD(T) method predicts with a d-AV6Z basis set a binding energy of −10.58 K, while Table 2 and Fig. 4 show that a similar accuracy is achieved at a lower cost via (T, Q) or [31] b From symmetry adapted perturbation theory [57] c Variational upper bounds using exponentially correlated Gaussian functions [35] d Variational upper bound [36] e From Quantum Monte Carlo [29] [26] h MRCI results from Ref. [25] i From r 12 -MR-ACPF calculations [24] j Extrapolated results from CCSD(T) and FCI calculations in orbital bases [32] k From supermolecular Gaussian geminal calculations [37] l From supermolecular Gaussian geminal calculations [38] m From this work by direct extrapolation of the total interaction energy using Eqs. (6) and (7) and the corrections to FCI from Ref. NCP extrapolation is seen from Fig. 4 to yield flatter energy differences as one would hope for use in spectroscopic calculations. Table 1 further suggests that the problem with the (T, Q) extrapolation lies to a large extent on the HF energy as the corresponding (T, Q) and (5, 6) interaction energies show marked differences. Unfortunately, this cannot be tested due to lack of precise (D − Q) or (D, Q) rules to extrapolate the HF energy. However, one may decide to converge the (easier to converge from the point of view of memory requirements but still time consuming; see Table 4 ) HF energy and combine the result with the correlation energy extrapolated from small-X schemes. In this case, the difference between the NCP and CP total interaction energies equals the difference in the correlation energy components. For the NCP extrapolation with (D − Q) it amounts to ∼−0.5 K [the minus sign implies overestimation of the (5, 6) CP result], and ∼0.1 K for (T, Q). This is roughly an order of magnitude smaller than the difference obtained (1.4 K) when the HF energy is similarly extrapolated. Finally, a CCSD(T)/d-AV(5, 6)Z calculation without CP takes CPU times roughly a factor of two smaller than a raw CP calculation with the d-AV6Z basis set. If one considers instead a CCSD(T)/d-AV(T, Q)Z extrapolation with NCP, the scaling factor raises to 18 and over 100 when compared with raw CP calculations employing d-AV5Z and d-AV6Z basis sets, respectively. Hopefully, more reliable estimates can be obtained if extrapolating with CP energies, and this can still be done at a reasonable cost if based on CCSD(T)/d-AV(T, Q)Z calculations. However, the burden is larger since 4 calculations per geometry will be required. In summary, similar trends are expected at CI(Q) and other levels of theory. If one then adds the difficulty of using the CP method for open-shell interactions (where the electronic state of the fragments-often more than two-in a polyatomic system can be even hardly defined a priori except for an infinite separation), one concludes that CBS extrapolation can be a viable general alternative (or, if used jointly, an asset for quality) to counterpoise.
Concluding remarks
We have reported calculations on the helium dimer using the conventional CI(Q), CCSD, and CCSD(T) methods with various orbital basis sets of the d-AVX Z type. The results have been extrapolated to the one electron basis set limit both using the CP method and the traditional NCP one. A generalized uniform singlet-and triplet-pair extrapolation method has been employed for the extrapolation procedure. After introduction of appropriate corrections to mimic FCI, the energies were predicted to be in very good agreement with the best available estimates. Two other findings are worth mentioning. First, the CP correction has been found invariant to size-consistency within the accuracy of the calculations, i.e., the CP correction is the same for CI and CCSD(T). This observation applies also to the extrapolated results once the numerical noise is considered. To our knowledge, this has not been reported before. Second, the results have also shown that extrapolation to the CBS limit can offer an alternative to the counterpoise correction that yields a more accurate potential energy while being more economical. It may therefore help on overcoming the difficulties with BSSE, particularly when more than two fragments are present. This will not contradict previous findings [7] since relatively large basis sets and cardinal numbers may be required for accurate predictions. In fact, the present work may provide a hint on the basis set size required to achieve reliable results for other systems. Of course, further studies that may test the generality of the present approach would be valuable, particularly for open-shell interactions given the utmost importance of having accurate potentials for reaction dynamics.
